Webinar on Preparing Yourselves for Natural Language Processing Application Development

Presented by Radomir Wasowski

Date/Time: 10 AM on Friday, July 3, 2020 in Edmonton's time (https://time.is/Edmonton)

VIP Research Group proudly presents Webinar on Preparing Yourselves for Natural Language Processing Application Development - The Use of WordNet with Python, PHP, and JSON delivered by Mr. Radomir Wasowski, who was a NSERC USRA research assistant. In this Webinar, Radomir will start with explaining Python basics; brief introduce WordNet database files and their content structure; show WordNet simple access examples in Python as well as via a prepared in-house Python library he developed; demonstrate the use of Git, JSON, PHP, and AJAX to complete an application; and, finally touch the necessary precautions of handling unicode. If you are looking for the answer(s) of any of the above-mentioned How-Tos, you are welcome to the webinar!